CROOKED MIRROR

T

he last of the slippery
slope. I been painting so
many chairs and couches, they look so beautiful.
It’s a scene from a movie with Dolly
Parton, is real western scene. I always loved the aesthetics of western
cabaret things, it makes sense, it’s
how early industrial stuff looks like
when it gets old and painted in plastic colors, chappy chick rococo.
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I’m gonna have a movie like week, little Dolly painting,
that’s so nice, little cutie looking at old pictures, it’s a fairytale. I’m a little teenage pop star roaming around the Opera
sleeping in the big couches with all my friends. It was a
perfect life back then. Life is perfect. Just need to make the
movie. Champagne popping. I’m a nostalgic vampire right
now. Little drunk in cheap white wine, I’ll do anything
for you. Should the couch be painted like a chocolate bar,
green and gold, wrapped around it, piano keys at the seat.
Willy Wonka is in style again. Imagine. I’m calling my
friends at fashion week, they having a party, I’m telling
about the couch and my chairs, I’m so happy and a little
drunk, I kinda wanna go there, are people dressed nice ???
My friend says they look boring, fashion and styling is to
different things, is it. Styling is everywhere, everybody
styles, some has a flair. Fashion is an industry with loads
of gold. You don’t necessarily need to know how world
taste to be there, u just need money to pop a show and
flight tickets, u will just get a little pajamas on and some
expensive bag. Or a silk dress with flowers and some fancy
socks.
They all look cute though, cute and rich white girls and
they all look the same. That’s the thing with fashion, u
don’t necessarily need style, u just need money, lots of
money, to buy, new fancy stuff, to show u are within the
play. So all the other players recognize u as a part of their
world. I like this brand, do u like me, I think I like u Prada
boy.
Truly Yours Mira
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